Te Rā Folding
Arm Awnings

The world’s most admired
shade solutions

Beauty is
in the details
Luxaflex® has been adding style and sophistication
to New Zealand windows since the 1950’s.
Our design heritage is founded on innovation for today
and tomorrow while taking care to celebrate the beauty
in the details. To us, form and function are synonymous.
Consistently pushing the boundaries, we are proud to be
the market-leaders in daylight regulation and solar heat
control solutions.

Note: All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary.
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Te Rā Folding Arm Awnings
Swedish designed awnings that will outperform anything you’ve seen before,
whatever the weather. Our worldwide search for the best solutions for New
Zealand conditions brings you a range of innovative heavy-duty awnings that
deliver unparalleled functionality.

Stability & strength

The Dyneema-tape connection used over the elbow joints and arm brackets on Te Rā
awnings is 15 times stronger than steel on a weight-for-weight basis. Plus it’s UV, chemical
and moisture resistant to provide a durable and yet lightweight material that further
improves the stability and tension provided by the awning’s heavy-duty springs.

Awning coverage

The robust retractable arms on a Te Rā awning allow for maximum spans of seven metres
in width and are capable of projecting up to four metres out from the building. This very
generous coverage requires no posts or other structures for support (base structure
allowing), thereby maximising your freedom to enjoy the cover provided and ensuring
that the awning presents a clearer visual appearance.

Colours

All Te Rā awnings hardware comes in three standard colours: Gravel, Silver
and White. This enables different components and accessories to be used across the
entire range, further enhancing your ability to choose the awning solution that’s right for
you.

Optional extras
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Depending on your model there are a range of optional extras to enhance the
performance and capability of your awning. This includes a roller valance for additional
sun protection, pitch control to better control shade, telescopic arms to increase wind
resistance, and rain hoods for improved fabric protection when not in use.
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The details
Fabric Options
We have a large range of colours available in fabrics suitable for Te Rā Folding awnings. Check out
our website or your nearest dealer for more details.
Dickson® Orchestra
Is the awning fabric of choice
when it comes to solar protection,
guaranteeing excellent, long-term
protection against UV rays, heat, glare
and inclement weather.

Planosol®
Designed to withstand the toughest
Kiwi weather, this 100% acrylic
woven fibre fabric is fade resistant,
making Planosol® the perfect
solution for New Zealand awnings.

Te Rā Origin
A proven design that utilises
a simple square bar for easy
installation in a wide variety
of locations.

Te Rā Viento
By including a compact semienclosure feature Te Rā has created
an awning system that protects the
fabric from the elements when not
in use.

Models

Te Rā Eclipse
This solution is for installations
that necessitate a narrow
awning without compromising
on weather protection.

Te Rā Euro
The durable and very good
looking Te Rā Euro folding
arm awning will add style and
sophistication to any outdoor
setting.

Operating Systems
Crank Control
A manual crank control will easily
project and retract awnings up to
5500mm in width. Larger awnings
will benefit from motorised operation
due to the weight of the awning.
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Motorisation
Operate your awning with the touch
of a button using either a wall switch,
remote control, Somfy® Connexoon
or for complete automation consider
sun and wind sensors and voice
activation.

Accessories
Roller Valance
Add an additional screening
fabric to your awning, which
is easily operated by a Crank
Handle and stores away when
not in use. Not available with Te
Rā Origin or Viento.

Rain Hood
An optional Rain Hood is a stylish
accessory that will provide improved
fabric protection from the elements
and extend the life of your awning’s
fabric. Not available with Te Rā
Viento.

Telescopic Arm
A Telescopic Pole can be used
in windy conditions to stabilise
the front bar, increasing your
awning’s wind resistance and
extending its life. These poles
are collapsible for easy storage.
Not available with Te Rā Viento.

Pitch Control
Te Rā Origin and Euro awnings
have an optional adjustment
function that allows you to vary
the pitch of the Awning from -5˚
to -40˚ to better control Shade.
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